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1. SUMMARY

We  present  the  first  stage  of  our  project  to  generate  a  wealth  creation  strategy  based  on  collateralize
environmental liabilities, the formation of markets and the structuring of portfolios. We establish the framework
for identifying investment opportunities through the sizing of markets derived from environmental liabilities. We
raise the main questions from qualitative and quantitative aspects of the market  formation process and the
challenge derived from defining a price formation process. In turn, we establish the environmental imbalance
matrix as the first approximation towards the definition of a framework needed to identify the potential value of
collateral markets from environmental liabilities and eco-assets portfolio management in financial markets.

2. INTRODUCTION

One of the things that have conditioned our approach to value creation for centuries is the general idea that
bigger is better in response to business escalation to meet the demand for products and services. In this way,
we have faced several engineering challenges to solve the complexities and resource requirements to be able to
manage the supply chain and make our businesses profitable. In this context, the scale in dimensional terms has
been the general mindset that has shaped the reasoning of modern business evaluation. Several things can be
said in this context about the progress of engineering and science in relation to the evolution of companies’
supply chain. However, this is a great opportunity to start off analyzing those aspects of the creation of wealth
that have not been taken into account due to the cultural barriers that derive from this concept of escalation that
have determined not only the paradigm of companies but also all our social architecture. The compensation
between  profits and resources in this escalation paradigm has resulted in different environmental impacts that
have affected the bio-assets necessary for the existence of nature and biodiversity on earth.

But the question this time is different. Can we think about doing businesses without this escalation paradigm
and, therefore, without a high impact on nature and biodiversity? Can we establish business ideas that place the
escalation  paradigm  in  strategic  intangible  aspects  of  a  business  instead  of  the  supply  chain  itself?
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Unfortunately, so far our mindset has been restricted to the past, and our understanding of wealth creation is still
determined by this idea that in order to grow, we need to produce more with more.

Our approach to value creation in this scenario seeks to take the other side of  the coin by thinking about
generating collateral wealth from those dimensions of the escalation paradigm that have not been taken into
account to these days. The environmental impact of modern society is high and we want it to be an opportunity
to develop new notions of wealth creation to carry out high-impact investment opportunities through current
ecological assets value creation and preservation.

What is the unlocking value from an eco-asset perspective? In our opinion, this term seeks to generate the
business landscape necessary to attract investment activities that wish to innovate in our wealth reasoning, in
order  to  develop  businesses  within  specific  markets,  such  as  private  investment,  financial  markets  and
alternative investments. In our opinion, the unlocking of value consists in unlocking our mindset to generate the
investment incentives necessary to produce collateral wealth both (1) of current ecological assets (2) and from
those  environments  at  risk.  We  aspire  on  this  trip  to  establish  a  framework  capable  of  discussing  about
businesses based on investments that can produce zero damage to ecosystems, as well as technologies that
lead the goal of zero carbon emissions. 

What would the business landscape be like if current environments at risk were investible assets? Would it then
be obvious to think of current environmental liabilities as opportunities to develop large-scale businesses? It
would be a great challenge, since today our mindset is determined by a restricted set of incentives that, in most
cases, follow the strategy of exponential growth as a way of doing business. So there is a cultural barrier that
needs to be managed. In fact, our point of view is that today’s challenges requires to take those large scale
environmental risks as well as rich Eco-Assets under not only a technological management framework but also
from an investment management perspective that takes account of a rational approach to derive into feasible
and risk adjusted investment opportunities. 

The question now is, how do we incentivize investors?

Environmental Assets

Today, current assets are those ecosystems that are conserved both in natural conditions and by implementing
systems to help them develop sustainably. In this scenario, our approach to wealth creation is to collateralize
current value of the underlying asset through profitable businesses with high upside potential and zero damage
to preserve current and long-term value of the environement. So, the question is, how to develop innovation
processes to create Eco-businesses that collateralize the value of ecosystems? And also, how can we evaluate
the current portfolio of ecological assets realistically to investigate its infinite multiple dimensions in which an
ecosystem can  become a  source  of  wealth  creation?  In  this  scenario,  the  innovation  paradigm for  doing
business becomes a key factor in establishing new codes to create new behaviors and aspects of psychology
about how we see wild nature and long-term value creation from it. 

In this new paradigm, sectors such as tourism, real estate, health, education, fashion, can be a good starting
point to investigate the creation of collateral wealth from current ecological assets. For example, would it be
possible to mix different experiences in the tourism industry with the health sector? What about having a hospital
in  the middle  of  an amazing ecosystem with  wild  nature? What  if  we developed cities under the sea fully
energized by oceanic kinetics? So what would our new relationship with animals be like? Therefore, how should
the food industry evolve if we really undertake this new form of wealth creation based on the collateral value of
ecosystems?
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Environmental Liabilities

In our opinion, the management of long-term liabilities is the central segment of collateral wealth creating and
also a great opportunity to obtain excess returns from a collateral value creation perspective. In this context, we
see options to collateralize current environmental liabilities by maximizing the performance of Eco-businesses
derived from ecosystems at risk, as well as increasing the level of participation of green assets derived from
highly eroded landscapes. In this way, our language changes from a return on assets to a return on capital
employed for a greener land. Therefore, we see an opportunity in structuring a portfolio of current environmental
liabilities to generate collateral wealth, both from a greener land to invested capital ratio, as well as collateral
income from fixed and variable assets that are generated from the investment Eco-system. Therefore, our entire
investment strategy evolves from a portfolio of assets and liabilities in transition, to a comprehensive collateral
investment  strategy  of  Eco-Assets.  When  evaluating  the  opportunity  to  obtain  a  portfolio  of  environmental
liabilities, companies will need the best of their knowledge to create multidimensional analytical tools and risk
management strategies to generate a complete business plan. At this stage, they will need to explore different
large and small-scale ecosystems at risk,  recycling opportunities or simply very eroded landscapes of  high
potential value to be collateralized. In the researching process, they will have to evaluate the strategic value of
the portfolio to define the potential impact on the overall investment strategy and its potential impact in the long
term.

3. HOW MUCH COLLATERAL VALUE CAN BE DERIVED FROM CURRENT ENVIRONMENTAL LIABILITIES?

Several investigations have been published on the environmental impact that exponential growth has left on the
earth. In this scenario, we are positive from our point of view regarding the way we see future sources of growth.
Our perspective (see figure 1) identifies a smooth transition between exponential  growth and a steady and
sustainable  long-term  systemic  average  growth.  Stable,  since  we  anticipate,  once  identified,  a  process  of
unlocking constant value from innovative companies that want to add value from this paradigm of collateral
wealth.  Sustainable,  since  in  order  to  make this  process  evolve,  we  will  have  to  develop  market  vehicles
immersed in this new paradigm shift to generate the necessary incentives among investors and derive trade-off
prices between environmental liabilities (via offer of liabilities and underlying demand for collateral value) and the
resulting ideas that generate cash flows.

Therefore, the collateral value derived from current systems that produce environments at risk is seen positively
as a process of creating collateral markets that must be valued in order to derive a systematic price creation
process that  allows investors to  incorporate  in  their  portfolios with  their  defined volatilities  and comparison
metrics with respect to existing markets. Our opinion in this context is to investigate the pricing process of this
collateral market to define a methodology to identify systemic and non-systemic risks from the transition between
classical industrial architecture and the financial market involved to new collateral markets.
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Figure 1. Long term growth and Assets & Environmental Liabilities Ideal Trend

4. THE COLLATERAL VALUE MATRIX, THE BALANCE AREA AND MARKET FORMATIONS

To  understand  the  collateral  value  that  a  real  Eco-asset  can  produce,  we  need  to  understand  two  basic
components. How ecological assets can obtain value from the actual nature of the assets and how technology
and incentive policies can release value from existing environmental liabilities and market creation. In this sense,
we need to investigate the functional value of an ecosystem in equilibrium and the collateral value of its systems
in imbalance. Therefore, environmental impacts can lead to four sources of value for possible wealth transfer,
see figure 2:

1) From imbalanced ecosystems >>>> Over-exploited resources
2) From environmental liabilities >>>> Pollution and Contamination
3) The combination of imbalanced ecosystems and environmental liabilities, and
4) Collateralize value of current ecosystems in equilibrium

Based on the
above,  our
main research questions are:

-How do we understand the strategic value of cleaning the earth and bringing ecosystems to a balanced level?
-What is the strategic value of each of the quadrants of the collateral value matrix?
-What is the potential collateralize value of an eco-asset market in equilibrium?
-How would a complete collateralize market behave? In what way will the economic cycles then develop?
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Figure 2. Collateral value matrix and equilibrium zone
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-What is the best strategy for different business scales and sources of financing for each of the submarkets
developed in the matrix?

To define a potential value and try to configure an answer to these questions, we need to be able to model a
system based on the following functions

• Dynamic and static modeling of environmental liabilities
F (Technology; Incentive Policy) = F (Damage Rate, Scale, Materials; incentives)

• Dynamic and static modeling of the Underlying Eco-Asset
F (biodiversity; damage) = F (Flora, Fauna, Soil, Water, Air; Degree of damage)

• Utility function modeling
Collateral Value = Utility function (investment requirement, investment offer, financing)

• Collateral Market Modeling
Supply and demand of investment instruments

Our goal is to research the stochastic process of market formation derived from the different evolutionary trends
that come from environmental liabilities, technological development and the formulation of policies that ultimately
impact the function we have defined. Our main question is to answer the strategic value of this collateral market,
as well as its limits when the systems are in equilibrium. We must understand in this respect the behavior of the
static and dynamic damage produced and how they can derive in the price formation that articulates a new
market both in the form of capital and in the secondary market and derivatives, see figure 3.

Figure 3. Formation of markets and financial assets based on collateral of environmental liabilities

5. THE COLLATERAL VALUE MATRIX AND THE EQUILIBRIUM ZONE RANDOM BEHAVIOR

Technology, market forces and policy making are the main engines that shape the industrial architecture of our
current age. In that sense, we think that the process of taking the collateral value matrix to the equilibrium zone
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is certainly a complex process that deals with multi-variable scenarios that need to be managed in order to
develop  future  states  for  researching  and  strategic  formulation  of  businesses  and  society.   From  the
environmental liabilities perspective our  current age has been mainly dependent by the Oil industry and their
derivative products being carbon emissions and plastics the main liabilities that have put the environment under
thread. If we consider that policy making has been the main driver of change in taking action against these
liabilities in order to manage carbon emissions and waste; the complexities arise when two markets sometime
opponent forces “play the game” in order to adjust themselves and stay profitable in the long run, one force
driven by the current industrial architecture and the competing force looking for the emerging market that policy
making provides to other participants. Our research in this context is to determine which are the main investment
behavior among them in order to determine different scenarios of future market configurations. For instance, if
policy making rules carbon emission technologies to establish an ever restricted activity how would be the
resulting forces that would articulate the industrial sector in order to stay profitable?. On the contrary if policy
making allows due to these regulations an increasing participation of those sector that provides the solution to
the problem that policy making intends to solve how these three forces finally would behave in the long rung
should the final  goal  is to manage environmental  liabilities and environments at  risk?.  This is an important
question that needs to be addressed if large scale investment decisions on environmental management are to
be made. Additionally this is a key element of the collateral market formation that require attention in order to
make a minimum or  basic  framework on the feasible  dimensions and components derived from this   new
understanding of wealth creation that would emerge. In this context, is also important to ask the right questions
on the evolutionary pathways that these forces would follow considering the different policy making scenarios
that  they  would  have  to  face  in  the  future,  are  the  results  from the  opponent  forces  necessary  positively
correlated o negatively correlated? If policy making rules that zero carbon emission technologies are the only
way to manage CO2 would mean that the oil industry is over? How this sector would behave under the ever
increasing regulation in terms of capital allocation as well as technology development in order to accomplish the
emerging new rules? On the other side how the sector that provides the solution that accomplishes with the new
rules would behave in order to secure new market participation? Under these two basic possible scenarios how
then it would be the resulting carbon emission management route in the long run? Finally is there a unique
solution that solves all of our environmental problems? Random walk means all feasible scenarios are probable,
therefore no single  solution is available in advance in order to undertake the current environmental challenge. 

6. ECO-ASSETS PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

Finally, what will allow us to define the dimensions of the collateral market of ecological-assets? It will allow us to
measure the attractiveness of the market in terms of the possibility of developing investments backed by rational
analyzes  with  adjusted  investment  risk.  It  will  allow  us  to  understand  market  forces  with  their  different
participants and interactions in the training processes. On the other hand, from a methodological point of view, it
will  be possible to generate the design architecture for investment portfolios both in private initiatives and in
investment strategies in financial markets. Finally, it will be possible to establish a first approach towards the
development of derivative markets (options) of real assets based on the understanding of the random variables
that make up the development and behavior of what we have called Eco-Assets Collateral Market. Additionally it
will be an opportunity to configure future financial scenarios for traditional financial investment strategies  as well
as a research base for portfolio optimizing in pension funds investment strategies. 

8. PRELIMINARY MASTER PLAN

No doubt that  the research project  constitute a challenging opportunity to think of future reality of our next
generations in many aspect of the way we see wealth development. For that we think that it is fair to start off by
thinking about a still limited but rational way to see strategic planning and the derived uncertainty  that future
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actions would bring to next generations if they are not driven by a multidisciplinary approach and a realistic way.
In doing so, we think that philosophy and history are starting points needed to take into account to construct
future financial and economic scenarios not only from the mental schemes and economic wealth that society has
produced but also how that has been produced. In the same way psychology and neuro sciences are important
disciplines of  high  value to  support  a  thorough strategic  research  on future  states  of  psychological  wealth
understanding. Scenario researching in this way has to be taken not from the parametric stand point but also
from dynamic social interactions that construct social architectures that derived into different technological needs
and resulting financial  market  dynamics.  So our  proposal  is stage building a future  social  architecture that
support  green finances and therefore a  logical  pathway that  may provides consistent  results in  our  market
characterization and pricing. 

STAGE 1. HISTORY, PHILOSOPHY & PSYCHOLOGY
STAGE 2. ECONOMY, INDUSTRIAL ARCHITECTURE & ENVIRONMENT
STAGE 3. FINANCIAL MARKETS & ENVIRONMENTAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT

7. CONCLUSION

Acqua Eco-Assets is  committed to  developing new methodologies to  identify  price formation and collateral
markets within the Eco-business landscape. Our project is to define the analytical framework that allows us to
establish a rational approach to maximize yields of collateralize environmental liabilities and Eco-Assets market
creation.  In  stage  1,  we  define  the  market  creation  framework  and  the  dimensions  involved  to  generate
quantitative and qualitative pathways towards collateral market formation and the resulting investment vehicles
that can be derived into. In stage 2, our objective is to develop a stochastic process that allows identifying the
strategic value of this market and a tentative framework of risk management to define the best route to an
investment portfolio management procedure.
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Important Note: This document is property of Acqua Eco-Assets and Real Estate, it is publicly available for 
informative purposes only. For more details about our project please contact us at  acqua_info@acqua-
ecoassets.com or visit us at www.acqua-ecoassets.com
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